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A true art form is to make people
happy”— James Viscuglia II LAS VEGAS,
NV, UNITED STATES, December 7, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- James Viscuglia II
is launching his new show called That
Money Show, which offers a look into
Day Trading and proprietary
automated Day Trading software
Sunday TV Show with expert training
and mentoring Guest Host from other
trading groups Those who wish to
connect with Trading Made Easy or
Cambridge Trading Academy also
become part of a day trading group
where they can connect with other
members and learn from one another.
With a combination of the trading
software, training and mentoring, Cambridge Trading Academy offers what no other similar
companies offer today.

A true art form is to make
people happy”

James Viscuglia II

"I started Trading Made Easy four years ago and it,s grown
very fast !! said James Now we have Cambridge Trading
Academy to help people trade on their own. If someone
wants to learn how to day trade effectively and is willing to
put in the time to learn and work a few hours each day,
they can succeed," says Viscuglia. "In the day trading
group, we have everyone from beginners to those who are

more advanced and experienced. People are able to network and really learn from each other."

Now residing in Las Vegas, Viscuglia is originally from western New York where he was a
machinist and computer programmer. His goal was always to financially provide well for his
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family, which includes four children,
the oldest one in music school . After
learning about trading from mentors
and trading on his own, Viscuglia
created a day trading group and then
the software. The Cambridge Trading
Academy is the next step.

The group trades on the E-Mini S&P
500 Future since 2014 and Stock as
well as the Eurex Exchange Mini-DAX.
Viscuglia's software runs 23 hours a
day and notifies the user with a ping
when there is a trade. They then have
two to five minutes to make the trade if
they desire. The proprietary software is
based on the Stock Trendline and EMA Stock line but has been reversed-engineered and set at a
different timeline. His group does price action trading and earns when the market goes up or
down. The group has been very successful finishing each week and month in the positive.

Once the software is purchased, the user can download it on any computer or mobile device or
on multiple devices. Training can last up to a month and the intensive curriculum takes traders
from point A to point B. It teaches someone that knows nothing about day trading and gives
them access to the more than 50 years of combined knowledge and tips from those in the
industry.

Viscuglia also allows those interested to try it and test it out for free. He is also set to live stream
a live trading session, which will be accessible via Google, Yahoo, Bing, Facebook and Twitter. To
learn more and purchase the software, visit CambridgeTradingAcademy.com.

About Cambridge Trading Academy

Cambridge Trading Academy was launched by James Viscuglia II to help anyone who wants to
learn to day trade to be connected with the resources they need. The company offers software,
training and mentoring. To learn more, visit CambridgeTradingAcademy.com.
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